
Well Positioned 
With essential services.

Basic capaBilities



We drive performance the  

Basic way, providing 

customers with the best 

servicing solutions  

regardless of the challenge, 

complexity or phase in 

the well lifecycle.



Strong Nationally 
and Locally. 
Since 1992, Basic has steadily grown 

through the acquisition of local companies 

that specialize in specific services and  

geographic areas of the United States.  

With strategically located offices in the 

Permian Basin as well as other major  

basins, we are close to the field to be  

close to our customers. Basic’s national 

strength allows us to deliver quality  

personnel, safety programs and equipment  

to each well site we service, while our deep  

regional knowledge assures performance 

excellence wherever we work. 

Life of the Well Expertise 

At Basic Energy Services, we provide a 

comprehensive range of well site services 

that are fundamental to establishing and 

maintaining the flow of oil and gas 

throughout the entire lifecycle of a well. 

Our services range from well completion, 

wellbore maintenance and workover  

procedures to plugging and abandonment. 

No matter the service, no matter where it’s 

done, Basic delivers performance-driven  

expertise safely, efficiently and cost-effectively  

for clients of every size.

Over 100 Service Points  
in 11 States

Our operating area covers approximately 

70% of the existing oil and gas production 

in the U.S. Today, more than 5,500 Basic 

employees work at over 100 service points 

throughout the major oil and gas producing 

regions in Texas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, 

New Mexico, Arkansas, Kansas, the Rocky 

Mountain States and Appalachian region. 

Basic Energy Services’ market-leading presence and  
performance provides customers with the geographic 
reach and essential services required to successfully 
meet their challenges. We have the service capacity  
you need and the people you can depend on.



Working to the  
Highest Safety  
Standards. Every Day.
At Basic, safety is a critical component of our  

daily activities. We enable our employees to 

fulfill that responsibility by providing the 

appropriate training, equipment and work 

environment. Through our Basics to Success 

(BTS) training program, we make sure our 

people have the proper safety training and 

environmental courses to meet our high 

standards of operation. In addition, every 

Basic employee is granted the authority to 

slow down or shut down an operation they 

believe jeopardizes the safety of people, 

property or the environment.  

A Proactive Commitment 

From management to field personnel, the  

people of Basic share a proactive commitment  

to safety. We hold daily tailgate safety meetings,  

weekly company-wide safety conference calls, 

monthly yard-level safety meetings and 

Job Safety Analysis reviews. We work with 

our suppliers, contractors and partners to  

utilize environmentally friendly procedures  

and materials in providing our services. 

And we conduct routine field and yard 

inspections to assure safety excellence 

throughout our company.

Environmental  
Leadership in Action

Our goal is to be a leader in environmental 

performance everywhere we operate. As a  

reflection of our commitment, Basic Energy  

Services has twice received the Safety and 

Health Achievement Recognition Award 

from the New Mexico Occupational Health 

and Safety Bureau. The SHARP program 

recognizes employers who commit to  

management of health and safety that goes 

beyond mere compliance and embodies the  

principles of continuous quality improvement,  

worker empowerment and prevention. 

While Basic has made great strides in this 

area, we continually set new targets to  

improve our performance and minimize 

the impact we have on nature. 

Safety / Environment



Basic’s wide range of 

safety programs, policies 

and support assures all 

activities are conducted  

safely and reliably 

throughout the life of  

the well.



For four consecutive 

years, Basic has been 

rated #1 in Workovers 

and Well Servicing in  

the EnergyPoint Seal  

of Excellence Awards. 



Expertise in Every  
Service for Every Stage 
in the Well Lifecycle.
Basic provides a comprehensive range  

of expertly executed services that are  

essential to oil and gas producers in 

maintaining and optimizing production 

throughout the life of their wells.  

In addition, all of Basic’s operations are  

managed locally by people who have 

worked and lived in their region for years.

Our comprehensive range of well site 

services includes: 

	 •	Well	Servicing

	 •	Fluid	Services

	 •	Pumping	Services 

	 •	Coil	Tubing

	 •	Wireline

	 •	Rental/Fishing	Tools

	 •	Drilling

	 •	Snubbing	Services

	 •	Water	Recycling	Services

	 •	Well	Site	Construction

Diversified Services for the 
Life of the Well 

Drilling Basic focuses on infill drilling  

programs that are active throughout the cycle.  

Using a fleet of medium-depth drilling rigs  

rated to 20,000 ft., we provide reliable drilling  

services that increase productivity and  

enhance reservoir deliverability. In addition,  

we offer horizontal drilling services in shale 

plays as well as in many situations where  

conventional drilling is either impossible  

or cost prohibitive.

Completion and Remedial Services 

Basic maintains a fleet of more than  

120 pumping units with an aggregate 

horsepower in excess of 140,000 that  

support overall production through  

services that include pressure pumping, 

rental and fishing tools, wireline services 

and under-balanced drilling.

Well Servicing Offering services that extend 

from well completion, wellbore maintenance 

and workover procedures to plugging and 

abandonment, Basic leverages a fleet of over 

400 well-maintained mobile well servicing 

rigs to support production throughout the 

life of the well. 

Core Services

Fluid Services Basic provides oilfield fluid 

supply, transportation and storage services 

using a fleet of over 800 fluid services trucks 

supported by portable storage tanks, water 

wells, disposal facilities and related equipment.

Water Recycling Services To address the 

growing demand for efficient and environ-

mentally responsible water treatments, Basic  

Energy Services provides water recycling 

services	featuring	the	ClO
2
 process.

Plug & Abandon In both the Permian Basin  

and South Texas, Basic provides full service 

P&A activity, offering zone abandonment 

by setting a bridge plug or squeezing with 

cement, plus services for setting balanced 

cement plugs, cutting and removing tubing 

and/or	casing,	and	setting	surface	plugs.

Well Site Construction Basic offers well  

site construction in the Rocky Mountain  

region, constructing infrastructure to 

support new drilling activity and to build 

gathering capacity.



Harnessing Technology. 
With the industry’s most aggressive new 

equipment policy, we keep the lifeline of our  

company robust throughout the life of the 

well. In addition to supporting our services 

with one of the most modern fleets in the 

industry, we continue to invest heavily in  

technology to enhance our equipment.  

We employ diesel electric rigs capable of 

drilling to a depth of 16,000 ft, as well as 

Super Single rigs capable of drilling to a 

depth of up to 13,000 ft. And our trucks 

are equipped with the latest GPS satellite 

tracking equipment to accelerate response 

times in the event of an emergency. 

LNG Trucks 

As part of our commitment to the  

environment and to providing cost-effective  

services, Basic uses a fleet of LNG trucks 

primarily	for	water	hauling.	Domestically	

available and economical, LNG is emerging 

as an alternative, clean, high-performance 

fuel for trucks that in turn reduce emission, 

and provide the performance and economics 

that customers need. This cleaner burning 

fuel delivers a 22% decrease in greenhouse 

gas, and in addition to being less expensive 

than diesel fuel, LNG powered trucks can 

run longer between service intervals. 

Water Recycling Services 

Our Water Recycling Services illustrates our  

commitment to advancing technology in the  

field. We provide environmentally friendly 

water treatment services that efficiently  

recycle water, reducing the number of trucks  

needed for off-site disposal while increasing 

productivity. Our Water Recycling Services 

group complements our Pumping Services 

and Fluid Services water hauling and salt-

water disposal services, providing you with 

a complete range of options for your water 

management needs.

Technology



At Basic, we leverage 

technology to provide  

services that meet the 

needs of our clients  

and that reinforce our 

commitment to environ-

mental stewardship. 
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Well Servicing
Pumping Services
	 •	Cementing
	 •	Acidizing
	 •	Fracturing
Wireline
Rental/Fishing Tools
Fluid Services
	 •	Trucking
	 •	Frac	Tanks
	 •	SWD	Wells
Coil Tubing 
Water Recycling Services
Well Site Construction

Well Servicing
Contract Drilling
Pumping Services  
	 •	Cementing
	 •	Acidizing
	 •	Fracturing
Wireline
Rental/Fishing Tools
Fluid Services
	 •	Trucking
	 •	Frac	Tanks
	 •	SWD	Wells
Plug & Abandon 
Water Recycling Services

Permian Basin

Appalachian

Well Servicing
Snubbing Services
Water Recycling Services

Mid Continent

Well Servicing
Fluid Services 
Snubbing Services
Pumping Services
Wireline
Rental/Fishing Tools
Water Recycling Services

Ark-La-Tex

Well Servicing
Fluid Services 
Snubbing Services
Pumping Services
Rental/Fishing Tools
Water Recycling Services

Well Servicing
Fluid Services
	 •	Trucking
			 •	Frac	Tanks
			 •	SWD	Wells
Rental/Fishing Tools
Plug & Abandon
Water Recycling Services

South Texas / 
Gulf Coast

Operating in the Most 
Active Markets 
At Basic, we focus on the country’s most 

prolific oil and gas producing regions. With 

over 600,000 active wells in our footprint, 

Basic’s geographical presence, ability to 

quickly respond to clients’ specific needs 

and expertise across the range of well 

services have made us a trusted choice for 

customers of all sizes.

MAP OF OPERATIONS / LOCATIONS



The Right Services. Where and When You Need Them.
With Basic’s strong diversity of offerings, solid footprint in the nation’s major oil and gas  

basins and local expertise, we are well positioned with the essential services to establish and 

maintain the flow of oil and gas throughout the entire life of a well. Our deep knowledge  

of the regions in which we operate backed by our national strength allows us to better address 

the challenges of each area and respond quickly to ensure you benefit from increased  

uptime and reduced costs.



Basic Energy Services
801 Cherry Street, Suite 2100
Fort Worth, TX  76102
817.334.4100
www.basicenergyservices.com

OUR LIFE’S WORK IS THE LIFE OF THE WELL.™


